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I. Call to Order 

 

The meeting was called to order at 6:30 PM 

 

II. Roll Call 

 

Committee members present: Unavailable 

Community members present: Unavailable 

 

III. Old Business 

 

Update from Dr. Boccuti: 

 

1) Update on standards activity from State of Pennsylvania 

 

Pennsylvania has formally adopted PA Common Core Standards (PACCS), a modified version 

of the federal Common Core Standard. PACCS will replace PSSA in grade 11 starting this year 

and is expected to become a graduate requirement.   It is not clear if federal approval is granted 

for state plan, but state has directed districts to move forward. 

 

New this week: Gov Corbett directed PDE to recommend minor modifications for academic 

standards requirements and end of course exams. Federal regulations called for Common Core 

by July 2013; implementation target is still start of 2013-14 school year.  At NHSD, 

implementation of Keystones is still on target.  In addition a committee is in process to roll out 

new Teacher Evaluation process at end of year, even though observation and evaluation material 

is not yet provided from the state.  State committee will now postpone submitting regulations to 

federal DOE for approval of PACCS; impact and timing of this move is very unclear at this time 

  

2) Update on Teacher Leader proposal 

 

After last CAC meeting, administration undertook review of committee discussion and the 

current/future model.  There are admins and teachers who believe coaching is most important 

part of the TL role, while others believe the role should be on subject area expertise.  Because of 

size of our district we need TL to be both: coach plus covering at least one subject area.  We 

must be cost conscious, balancing TL program goals with other financial concerns.   

 

Our goal is to start something in September that we can build on.  At last board meeting, 

presented a proposal for equivalent of 2 teachers at $160K cost.  Specifically recommended: 

 1 TL (full time) covering K-5 literacy and K-5 mathematics 

 1 TL (0.5 release allocation) covering 6-12 literacy and humanities and K-12 social 

studies 

 1 TL (0.5 release allocation) covering 6-12 math and K-12 science 
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Two significant elements in the board response:  some preferred focus on math/science, and 

some asked us to  look at external consulting.   

 

As next step, administration went to Finance committee.  To create opportunity to fund TL 

initiative required working to satify other needs with zero net cost. Cost challenges included: 

1. Increase need for High School Chinese instruction, increasing by 0.2FTE 

2. Demand for HS business courses, increase to 0.5 FTE 

3. New Hope cybercharter program 

4. Critical ADA improvements 

 

These needs were offset by savings: 

1. 4 support staff positions retired; elected not to replace one retiring district office 

secretary. 

2. Identified additional special ed access funds 

3. Increase in medical insurance savings 

4. 0.5 ESL teacher removed from budget without loss of program support 

5. 3 students for which district will no longer be paying for their external cyber (entirely 

covering cost of the cybercharter program) 

6. Removal of curriculum liaisons from areas where TL role will be focusing 

 

In sum the Board was pleased to see initiatives go forward with no additional expenditures. 

Therefore, finally for TL initiative we achieved 3 positions at 0.5 release time. 

 1 K-12 language arts Teacher Leader (confirmed in August meeting: June Gomez) 

 1 K-12 science Teacher Leader (confirmed in August meeting: Chris Cook) 

 1 K-12 math Teacher Leader(confirmed in August meeting: Brian Loving) 

 

One recognized drawback is the 0.5 release model limits the number of elementary teachers who 

can apply, as they can’t do a 0.5 release in most cases.  

 

Comments/discussions from Committee: 

 

 Very positive outcome that we could get something for our district in current budget 

situation, so the end result is a big plus for NHSD. 

 Concern at the suggestion from board to go outside the district for consulting.  Going 

outside also doesn’t align with the PQR recommendations, which advocated leadership 

development.  In addition this is contrary to what the committee recommended; in 

seeking to bypass internal leadership model, the teachers were disrespected and the 

committee recommendation was ignored.   

 Final result is the new positions will be internal posting only, filled from within NHSD 

staff.  The goal is to develop coaches who develop skill and also build relationship and 

trust with teachers.   

 Question raised whether the consultant approach still on the table. Dr. Boccuti indicated 

the administration will bring info on this to the board when presenting TL 
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implementation. This will include potentially utilizing consultants to work with the TLs 

when they are in place, which the consultants recommended.  Committee saw this as 

positive opportunity. 

 A positive of the final model is that it is K-12.   This way the TL ensures link from HS all 

the way back to early elementary.   

 Committee would advise the board to review audio of the March committee meeting, 

where it was discussed that in past the K-12 model was unsuccessful as the HS teachers 

did not understand elementary level, which over time was neglected.  Relatedly, there is 

concern the elementary staff will have to guide TLs in understanding elementary 

teaching.   

 District might also consider grant-supported coaching sessions with Carol Adams of the 

IU.  Many districts get a team together to attend this; who are dedicated to the model and 

become involved in the literacy network as well.   

 Concern over scheduling issue in RELA due to alignment to literacy blocks.  This is a 

challenge if you’re teaching what you’re coaching (as all TL’s will be 50% allocated).  

Scheduling must be approached flexibly. 

 

IV. New Business 

 

“Partnering to Help All Kids Learn” 

Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) Assessment Tool 

Mr. Jim Tilghman, Northwest Evaluation Association 

 

 

1) Key Features and Benefits: 

 

 Recognize, identify and measure student growth & progress in learning, at the level of the 

individual student 

 “Respects every child’s unique abilities” because it recognizes varying level of skill in 

different subjects and different competencies within a subject, allowing better focus of 

instruction. 

 Drive classroom instruction to be properly targeted to student needs 

 Provide guidance for teachers in differentiating instruction within the classroom. 

 Identify inclusion for gifted program and remediation, to augment teacher 

recommendation.  

 This is not a mastery test, it is a readiness test to see what the student is ready to learn. 

Therefore it is best taken periodically throughout the school year. 

 It is also used to measure growth, from start of year to end of year.  
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 The test is adaptive; rather than a different test for each grade, the test for each student 

finds that student’s individual capability level 

 Immediate feedback is a huge asset: feedback to student, guidance for teacher’s 

instructional plan. 

 Schools also use this assessment to evaluate the patterns, identify weaknesses in 

curriculum or instructional delivery.   Data is at student, class, school, district level.  The 

reports show weak & strong areas. 

 Very consistent with the goals of popular ‘college readiness’ efforts related to common 

core.  “PARCC and SBAC are trying to develop what we already do”.  

 Reporting tools book was also provided to committee. With the RIT model, can establish 

cut scores for a program.  (e.g. gifted program; subject entry such as algebra).  This 

evaluation can be grade independent. 

 For teachers, instructional resources report is provided to help teachers learn about their 

class. Descartes report identifies the skills for a group in in the RIT report.  Descartes 

report ties into Study Island. 

 Can also be a tool for assessing mid-year entrants to school, to place them immediately 

into correct class or classroom level. 

 

2) How it Works 

 

 RIT is the standard unit of measure for a consistent scale of progress thru the curriculum.  

Age independent, location independent, and can use to compare kids nationwide.  RIT 

reference chart booklet lays out what the scores mean.   You will have a score for each of 

the subareas of common core.   

 The RIT level is what the student will get right 50% of the time.  This is the ‘zone of 

proximal development’.  This is the area where they are ready to learn and progress.  So 

how do they get to 50%? 

 Normative data sheet tells you what the normal score for an age/grade.  

 Reading module includes alignment to Lexile framework.  This is an industry-standard 

framework to identify reading level of individual and align to reading material.   

 Students can see at end of year how many RITs they progress. Can gauge against norms 

on both level and progress.  Kids normally progress some # RITs, if the kid progresses 

the target amount it’s success. More value can be achieved by goal-setting with the 

student. 

 All Qs historically were multiple choice; now introducing new types of Qs to support 

common core:  click and drag, etc. being introduced. 

 Standard error on a typical end of year test can be 10-20 points.  For MAP the test 

standard error is 3.  It is accurate because of the iterative questioning that pinpoints the 

child’s ability level. 
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 Now have a link between test data and the content in Study Island.  The system can select 

the exact Study Island lessons appropriate for the student. 

 Test is computerized and online, but is delivered in the classroom. Also will be able to 

take on IPAD and Chromebook starting this fall. 

 

3) Cost 

 

 Four different subjects are available: math, reading, language usage, science. 

 MAP does not cost every time you test. District buys licenses to test during the year, and 

can run multiple times (once per season max). 

 Many users in Bucks County: Palisades, Bristol Township, Quakertown for a long time, 

Neshaminy started this year, Pennsbury now doing initial testing. 

 NWEA has an agreement with BCIU for preferred pricing, approx. $1 less per child. 

 Single cost for connection to Study Island, < $1000 

 It’s largely package deal; dollar cost per student with all aspects of program included.   

 Standard packages are basic (math, reading language usage) and STEM (math, science).  

 Currently field testing ESL versions. 

 

4) Questions to follow up: 

 

 How exactly will it be used in the classroom to change & improve instruction? How is 

the teacher role changed?  What different expectations are placed on students?   

 Do you staff or train differently? How does it change? 

 What is the introduction process at a small district? Is there a typical introduction pattern? 

 With 15 years in the field, what ‘impact’ story can you tell?  Can we call schools to see 

how pleased/displeased they are? 

 What data can we get to evaluate NWEA vs. other programs? 

 Does EDM allow the class/teacher to act on the guidance provided through MAP 

assessment; is it flexible enough?  

 

V. Adjourn 

 

The meeting adjourned at 9:15PM (estimated) 

 


